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4-6-4 Type Locomotive, for passenger & freight service.
Patterned after Chesapeake & Ohio, Class L2, circa 1942.
Construction commenced by John Simon. Construction completed by Frank S. Saville, circa 1980.
Restoration by DRRY, 2007-2018.
Image recorded and edited by Jeffrey G. Hook, 2018.
Rated tractive force (K=0.85)...................... 231 lb.
Weight on drivers divided by rated tractive force.... 3.37
Cylinders, diameter and stroke....... 2 3/4 in. x 3 1/2 in.
Drivers, diameter................................ 9 3/4 in.
Weight on drivers.................................. 779 lb.
Weight on front truck.............................. 159 lb.
Weight on trailing truck........................... 341 lb.
Total weight of engine........................... 1,279 lb.
Weight of tender................................... 675 lb.
Total weight of engine and tender............... 0.98 tons
Driving wheel base................................ 21.0 in.
Length over draft faces of couplers........... 13 ft. 4 in.
Fuel............................................ Soft coal
Firebox, length and width.............. 20.0 in. x 10.0 in.
Grate area..................................... 1.4 sq. ft.
Diameter of boiler, outside..................... 11 1/2 in.
Steam pressure..................................... 100 lb.
Track gauge, minimum on tangent unguarded track.. 7 1/2 in.
Outside gauge of flanges........................ 7 7/16 in.
Reverser........................... Precision manual screw
Valves............. Outside admission unbalanced "D" slide
Valve & cylinder lubricator................... Hydrostatic
Engine and tender brakes..................... Straight air
Air compressor....................... Twin cylinder duplex
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Deerfield and Roundabout Railway Steam Engine C&O No. 308 - Figure No. 1.

A. “The Most Important Window in a Train.”
Tubular glass type boiler water level gauge.
Also see LFLSRM document “Fundamentals of Steam
Locomotive Boiler Water Level Management.”
B. Steam supply valve to smoke box auxiliary induced
draft steam nozzle (blower).
C. Whistle sounding steam supply valve.
D. Zero boiler steam pressure (cold boiler) water filling
fitting and shut off valve.
E. Boiler gauge cock. Before igniting fire in firebox
engine must be standing on track grade of not more
than one percent and boiler water must be seen to
run out from gauge cock pipe without entrained air
bubbles when gauge cock is opened.
F. Air brake steam driven duplex air pump steam supply
control valve. Air pump controlled manually by
engineer to provide for not less than 70 p.s.i. and not
more than 90 p.s.i. main reservoir air pressure.
G. Water gauge evacuation (blow down) valve. After
opening and quickly closing the water gauge evacuation
valve and water is then seen to be returning slowly into
the bottom of the water gauge this indicates that piping

between the water gauge and the boiler is obstructed
and such piping must be must be cleaned to restore
proper flow of water through the piping.
H. Injector steam supply valve control handle.
Handle shown in valve closed position. Handle
rotated counter clockwise to vertical is valve full
open position.
I. Injector water supply valve control handle. Handle
shown in valve closed position. Handel rotated
counter clockwise to point straight forward is valve
full open position. When operating injector and
boiler steam pressure is less than 80 p.s.i.; to avoid
excessive spilling of water at injector overflow outlet
pipe the injector water supply valve handle must be
gradually rotated clockwise toward the closed
position and the handle rotation stopped when water
spilling at injector overflow outlet pipe is minimized.
Note and not illustrated: The injector delivery line
stop valve (ball valve type) is located in front of the
injector delivery line check valve that is located on
the lower left side of the firebox outer jacket and
above the trailer truck left front axle box.
Also see LFLSRM document “Principles of Steam
Injector Operation.”
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Deerfield and Roundabout Railway Steam Engine C&O No. 308 - Figure No. 2.

A. Cab lights electrical toggle switch.
Up position cab lights off.
Down position cab lights on.
B. Whistle steam supply valve (whistle sounding) lever.
C. Headlight electrical toggle switch.
Up position headlight bright.
Middle position headlight off.
Down position headlight dim.
D. Classification lights electrical toggle switch.
Up position classification lights off.
Down position classification lights on.
E. Cylinder exhaust back pressure gauge.
F. Left steam chest pressure gauge.
G. Boiler steam pressure gauge.
H. Air brake main reservoir air pressure gauge.
I. Air brake engine and tender brake cylinders air
pressure gauge.
J. Precession screw reverser operating crank handle.
See Figure No. 3.

K. Throttle, “Handle of Potential Destruction.” Handle
shown in full forward closed position.
L. Air brake valve control handle, “Handle of Salvation.”
Handle shown in leftmost position RELEASE engine and
tender brakes. Handle moved to centered position is LAP
where communication of engine and tender brake cylinders
between main reservoir air pressure and atmospheric air
pressure is blocked. Subject to any previously applied air
pressure reducing to atmospheric pressure (brakes
releasing) due to air leaks in brake system. Handle moved
to right most position is APPLY engine and tender brakes
where brake cylinder air pressure will increase to main
reservoir air pressure subject to items N and O.
M. Hydraulic cylinder drain cocks control valve.
Handle shown in drain cocks open position.
Handle rotated clockwise 180 degrees to straight up
position is drain cocks closed position.
N. Air brake application rate only control valve.
O. Air brake application and release rate control valve
located in piping below cab floor and forward of cab
support plate.
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Deerfield and Roundabout Railway Steam Engine C&O No. 308 - Figure No. 3.
Precision Screw Reverser Valve Gear Position Indicator

Figure No. 3 shows the red painted pointer opposite the legend plate mark designated as “C” thus the valve
gear is in its centered position. This position may also be referred to as “valves centered.”
When the red painted pointer is opposite a legend plate mark designated with a number this indicates the
number of revolutions that the precision screw reverser operating crank handle is from the valve gear
centered position.
Other rotational positions of the precision screw reverser operating crank handle may be interpolated when
the red painted pointer is not opposite from a numbered legend plate mark.
The foregoing applies exactly when the engine is under steam and the boiler has expanded to its operating
length when in working order.
Deerfield and Roundabout Railway Transportation Rule 986(m) is to be applied to the operation of steam
engine No. C&O 308 with the understanding that the phrase “reverse lever down in the corner” is
equivalent to the precision screw reverser red painted pointer being located opposite to or greater than a
legend plate mark numbered as “8.”
Rule 986(m). Don't at any time leave the reverse lever down in the corner longer than necessary. No rule
can be made to govern as to just how the throttle and reverse lever should be used. This must be determined
by practice and observation as to performance of the engine.
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Deerfield and Roundabout Railway Steam Engine C&O No. 308 - Figure No. 4.
Air Compressor Steam Line Lubricator
To be filled with cylinder oil at the beginning of day’s operation.
To be refilled with cylinder oil whenever water only is seen within
the sight glass before engine is shut down for the day.

A. Steam driven twin cylinder duplex air compressor.
B. Air compressor steam line lubricator steam oil refilling fitting for use
with special steam oil grease gun.
C. Lubricator steam oil flow rate control valve.
To be opened one-quarter turn counter clockwise from full closed position.
D. Lubricator steam oil reservoir see through sight glass.
E. “Git’s” oiler for introducing oil into air suction lines of air compressor.
F. Lubricator steam oil reservoir drain valve.
To be opened two turns counter clockwise from closed before injecting steam oil
into lubricator reservoir by means of special steam oil grease gun. Then closed
after lubricator reservoir has been refilled with steam oil.
G. Air compressor air inlet filter plug.
To be removed and stored on tender before starting air pump for first time and
then replaced before beginning cleaning procedures during shut down at end
of day’s operation.
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Deerfield and Roundabout Railway Steam Engine C&O No. 308 - Figure No. 5.
Throttle, Valve and Cylinder Lubricator
To be refilled with cylinder oil after each 4 hours engine is in steam.
To be refilled with cylinder oil when engine is shut down after day’s operation.

A. Lubricator steam oil flow rate control valve.
To be opened one and one-half turn counter clockwise from closed position.
B. Lubricator throttle line shut-off valve control handle shown in valve closed position.
Handel rotated to straight back (parallel with piping) is full open position.
C. Lubricator steam oil reservoir drain valve with right hand thread.
Rotating valve handle end in direction arrow is pointing will result in closing drain valve.
D. Lubricator steam oil reservoir filling hole pipe plug.
Use “Allen” hex wrench to loosen and tighten.
E. Lubricator steam dome line shut-off valve control handle shown in valve closed position.
Handle rotated to straight back (parallel with piping) is full open position.
PROCEDURES THAT MUST BE OBSERVED WHEN
REFILLING LUBRICATOR OIL RESERVOIR
1. Close throttle line shut-off valve and steam dome line shut-off valve.
2. Slowly open lubricator steam oil reservoir drain valve to relieve pressure inside reservoir.
3. After pressure has been relieved remove filling hole pipe plug “D”.
4. Open additionally drain valve to speed draining of water from reservoir.
5. When steam oil drops begin to appear at drain valve outlet close drain valve.
6. Refill lubricator reservoir with steam oil.
7. Replace and tighten filling hole pipe plug “D”.
8. If engine is to be continued in service, open throttle line shut-off valve and steam dome
line shut-off valve.
9. If engine is to be shut down, then leave closed throttle line shut-off valve and steam
dome line shut-off valve.
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Deerfield and Roundabout Railway Steam Engine C&O No. 308 - Figure No. 6 - Lubrication Chart
In addition to Figure Nos. 4 and 5 of this document.

Note No. 1: Unless specified otherwise, cylinder oil to
be applied as lubricant. When grease is specified instead
apply with only one pump of grease gun handle.
Note No. 2: Unless specified otherwise, elements to be
lubricated at the beginning of day’s operation and then
again every 8 hours after that until shut down of engine.
Note No.3: Unless specified as left or right, elements are
duplicated on both sides of engine.
A. Crosshead and cylinder group.
Main rod wrist pin GREASE fitting.
Union link on wrist pin.
Union link to combination lever pin.
Crosshead top guide bar.
Crosshead bottom guide bar.
Piston rod.
Valve stem.
Valve stem crosshead and guides.
Combination lever two upper pins.
B. Valve gear group.
Bell crank pivot shaft.
Inside radius bar upper pivot pin.
Outside radius bar upper pivot pin.
Gear connecting rod upper, middle and
lower pins.
Bell crank to valve rod pin.
Inside reverse yoke pivot pin.
Outside reverse yoke pivot pin.
Reverse shaft bushing.
Gear reach rod front and back pins.
Right reach rod to reverse shaft lever pin.
C. Cab and throttle group. Note No. 3 does not apply.
Smoke box throttle lever shaft and rod pin.
Throttle rod expansion compensator upper,
middle and lower pins.
Throttle quadrant pivot and rod pins.
Screw reverser crank shaft front and rear
bushings.
Screw reverser roller chain.

Screw reverser chain idler sprocket bushing.
Screw reverser “Git’s” oilers on reverse screw
cover tube and shaft thrust block.
Valve stems of all steam, water or air brake
control valves.
D. Engine truck group.
Front axle box and lateral liner.
Rear axle box and lateral liner.
Engine truck center pin.
E. Front driving wheel.
Driving box pedestal sides.
Wheel hub liner.
Crank pin.
F. Main driving wheel.
Driving box pedestal sides.
Wheel hub liner.
Crank pin.
Side rod kunkle pin.
Eccentric crank pin.
G. Driving box GREASING group.
Front grease fitting for front driving box.
Middle grease fitting for main driving box.
Rear grease fitting for rear driving box.
H. Rear driving wheel.
Driving box pedestal sides.
Wheel hub liner.
Crank pin.
I. Trailer truck wheels.
GREASE axle boxes.
J. Tender group.
Tender truck axle boxes to be GREASED once
each month during the operating season.
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Deerfield and Roundabout Railway Steam Engine C&O No. 308
Water gauge indications on level track and track on grades of 2.0% and 2.5%

Also see LFLSRM document “Fundamentals of Steam Locomotive Boiler Water Level Management.”
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Deerfield and Roundabout Railway Steam Engine C&O No. 308
Examples of filled out Form 242 Engine Inspection Report

The following are excerpts from the Deerfield and Roundabout Railway Special Instructions and are presented for
educational purposes only and are superseded by currently published Special Instructions when inconsistent therewith.
ENGINE INSPECTION REPORT FORM 242
X92. Before igniting the fire in the firebox of a steam engine the engineer in charge shall fill out Engine Inspection
Report Form 242 as instructed on the form. When the engine is shut down for the day the engineer in charge shall
complete filling out Engine Inspection Report Form 242 as instructed on the form.
X93. When a non-steam powered engine is moved under its power east of the switch in yard track No 4 that leads to the
square round house and then is shut down for the day the engineer in charge shall enter on the lower portion of Engine
Inspection Report Form 242 any defects discovered.
X94. Unless instructed otherwise, after the lower portion of an Engine Inspection Report Form 242 has been filled out an
image of the entire form shall be recorded by digital-electro-optical means and the resulting digital file submitted to the
Chief Train Dispatcher.
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The following are excerpts from the Deerfield and Roundabout Railway Transportation Rules and are presented for
educational purposes only and are superseded by currently published Transportation Rules when inconsistent therewith.
ENGINEERS
970. Engineers must see that their engine has the necessary signals, tools and supplies before starting on each trip.
971. Engineers must see that all connections between engine and train, also between engines, if two or more are coupled,
are properly and securely made.
972. Engineers must give special attention to the care and condition of signals prescribed in Rules 17 to 26 inclusive, and
to markers when used on engines, and see that proper train signals are correctly displayed. Flags must be kept clean and
lamps kept burning brightly when in use.
973. Engineers must exercise care in making couplings and acting upon hand signals. Unless movement is otherwise
protected, the disappearance of hand signals from view must be regarded as a stop signal.
974. Engineers must exercise caution and good judgment in starting, stopping and running trains to avoid violent or
sudden movements or excessive speed which might cause discomfort or injury to passengers or personnel, or damage to
property.
975. At points where there is no switching service, engineers will, when necessary, make up and put away their trains.
976. When engineer leaves engine under steam for an extended period of time to perform other duties or for meal break,
the valves must be centered, throttle tightly closed, cylinder cocks opened and a driving wheel must be blocked to prevent
forward or backward movement.
977. Engineers must exercise great care to prevent water being thrown from smokestack when starting, and must not
open the cylinder cocks nor permit overflow from injectors at station platforms or other points where liable to throw hot
steam on passengers, personnel or others. They must see that firing is done in such a manner as to avoid dense smoke, and
the steam pressure is regulated to avoid the escape of steam from safety valves.
978. Engineers must know that the train is under control and the brakes are in working condition when approaching
railway crossings, or other imperative stop, and before descending a heavy grade.
979. Engineers must keep a vigilant lookout for the position of switches while running and must frequently look back,
especially while rounding curves, to see whether they have complete trains and they are all right.
980. Ash pans and front ends must not be cleaned at switches, frogs or interlocking fixtures; nor upon ballasted track or
in yards, except at designated places for the purpose.
981. Sand must not be used when passing over switches, frogs and interlocking fixtures. In freezing weather overflow
from injectors must not be permitted in such places.
982. Before leaving fuel or water stations the engineer must know that aprons, hoses and spouts have been properly
replaced so as to clear passing trains.
983. Engineers must know their time on the railway, and will not start from a station, even though they receive a signal
from the conductor, unless they can reach the next station in time to properly clear superior trains.
984. Extra trains and delayed regular trains must sound the whistle at intervals in obscure places, to warn track crews.
985. Engineers must use every precaution to prevent setting fires along the railway.
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986. Engineers must carefully read and observe the following regarding the handling of engines and economical use of
coal:
a. Don't forget, before starting fire, ensure level of water above boiler crown sheet is more than adequate for the
period of time before sufficient steam pressure is developed to operate injector. There must be ABSOLUTELY NO
DOUBT in this matter and extra precautions must be taken to ensure water glass is indicating true level of water
in boiler. If engine is equipped with boiler gauge cocks, they must also be used to ascertain if level of water in
boiler is more than adequate before starting fire.
b. Don't forget, before starting fire, ensure the valves are centered, throttle tightly closed, cylinder cocks are open,
ash pan is securely closed and a driving wheel is blocked to prevent forward or backward movement.
c. Don't forget to ensure designated lubricants have been furnished to all lubrication points on engine and the lubricator
has been filled with cylinder oil before leaving the round house for the first time that day. Pay special attention to
providing for adequate lubrication of engine and tender axle journals and lateral liners. Lubricator must be refilled with
cylinder oil after each time engine has been operated for a distance of sixty scale miles.
d. Don't forget, when using the blower to raise steam from a low pressure gradually close the blower valve as the steam
pressure increases in order to maintain a constant moderate draft.
e. Don't forget to ensure lowest pressure set pop, injector or injectors and engine brakes are functioning correctly before
attempting to move engine under steam for the first time that day.
f. Don't forget, before attempting to move engine, to first work the water out of cylinders and steam ways as much as
possible, thereby preventing possible damage to engine by hydraulic pressure.
g. Don't wait until you get the signal to pull out before you build up the fire. This should be done gradually until the
proper thickness has been reached. A good fire to start with is essential to maintain the proper steam pressure while engine
is working hard getting train under way. Afterwards distribute the coal evenly on the fire. Always avoid shoveling coal so
far forward that it blocks the lowest boiler tubes. Do this systematically. Also keep in mind where you have placed the last
shovel of coal, thus avoiding holes in fire, and preventing piling coal in one place.
h. Endeavor to keep the steam pressure uniform with the least black smoke possible. At all times the presence of black
smoke should be avoided. Avoid putting in coal about the time the engine is shut off for stations or on approaching targets
where a stop may be necessary. Heavy black smoke is evidence that engine personnel are not practicing economy. Keep
yourself in touch as to the condition of the fire and ash pan at all times. If this is not your present practice, try it, and note
the difference.
i. Don't shovel dry slack coal on fire while engine is working hard in order to avoid unnecessary waste of coal. Drench
coal on tank with water if coal loaded has high slack content.
j. Don't rake or poke fire excessively, but do so in a restrained manner when necessary to break up fused masses of coal.
Avoid raising ash to top of fire thereby reducing the likelihood of formation of clinkers. It is good practice to rake or poke
fire only when engine is shut off and with light blower in order to minimize sparks.
k. Don't forget, when starting and stopping trains, to do so carefully, thus preventing damage to draft rigging and cars.
By so doing you will save serious delay to your own as well as other trains.
l. Don't allow engine to slip. This is an unnecessary waste of coal, and generally results in serious damage to rails, tires,
pins, and valve gear, and may spoil your fire.
m. Don't at any time leave the reverse lever down in the corner longer than necessary. No rule can be made to govern as
to just how the throttle and reverse lever should be used. This must be determined by practice and observation as to
performance of the engine.
n. Don't put an excessive quantity of fresh coal on fire at one time. Add fresh coal in smaller quantities at more frequent
intervals instead in order to reduce the fluctuation of fire box temperature. Also fire as light as possible consistent with
your work.
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o. Don't forget that, while the fire door is open, the temperature in fire box is being rapidly reduced by the inrush of cold
air above the fire. This emphasizes the importance of closing the door after each scoop of coal.
p. Don't allow steam to escape at pops unnecessarily. Frequent blowing off at pops shows improper judgment, and
implies that engine personal are not practicing economy. Tests have demonstrated that (in full scale practice) 1/4 lb. of
coal per second, or 15 lbs. per minute, is wasted. This amounts to about one scoop full, and in most cases may as well
have been thrown out on the ground. There are only 133 scoopfuls in a ton of coal so you can see that you would only
have to have your pops open (in full scale practice) 133 minutes a day to throwaway a ton of coal.
q. Don't forget to start injector if pops are about to release, although the foregoing is subordinate to not over filling
boiler.
r. Don't permit the water to get so high in boiler that it is carried over into valves and cylinders.
s. Don't forget to put on the blower lightly just before engine is shut off, and then open fire box door slightly if necessary
to carry off black smoke.
t. Don't blame engine or coal if engine is not steaming properly before you have ascertained whether you are doing your
duty. You may know of engineers that have better success than others with the same engine and conditions. Think a little;
there must be some cause for this.
u. Don't permit the steam pressure to get so low in boiler that the injector cannot be made to function to supply feed
water to boiler.
v. Don't forget to review the document “Fundamentals of Steam Locomotive Boiler Water Level Management and Rules
Applicable to Steam Locomotives Operated Under the Jurisdiction of the Lake Forest Live Steamers Railway Museum
and Deerfield and Roundabout Railway” in order to gain a complete understanding of the subject.
w. Don't forget to anticipate the variation of the level of water above crown sheet of boiler that occurs when engine
moves from level track to an increasing or decreasing track gradient or moves from one track gradient to a track gradient
of opposite direction, etc., etc.
x. Don't forget to open and close the water glass blow down valve frequently to insure steam and water passages leading
to the water glass are clear of obstructions and to assist, when necessary, in ascertaining the level of water in boiler.
y. Don't put more coal on tank than will lie on it securely. The coal dropped off by overloading is dangerous and
wasteful. Also keep coal from falling out of gangway or off cab deck when running. This may be only a little each day.
You cannot save coal by the ton; it must be in pounds, which in time make tons.
z. Don't run light engines at high speed, but in the most economical way, particularly when they are being moved
backwards or to equalize power.
aa. Don't forget to make a thorough inspection of engine and tender before leaving, and after arriving at terminals; also
as much as possible while going over the road. Make a complete report to the proper authorities upon arrival at round
house at end of day of any defects or unusual conditions discovered while on duty.
Rule 986, Engineer "Don'ts" based on the Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Co. Rules and Regulations of the
Operating Department, effective July 1, 1913.
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